The influence of traffic vibrations on the radon potential.
The influence of traffic vibrations on the radon potential is analyzed in this study. Generally, the radon concentration in soil-gas increases through traffic vibrations. The influence of the vibrations is determined near railway tracks and heavy-traffic roads. Soils above natural, in-place, bedrock (solid and unconsolidated rocks) and backfills were studied. The type of vibrations, as well the soil material, have a pronounced influence on the amount of increase of the radon concentration. The spatial radius of influence is wider with railway traffic (>30 m) than with motor vehicle traffic (<25 m). Close to the traffic lanes the increase of the radon concentration by motor vehicle traffic is significantly higher (37%) than that by railway traffic (11.5%). There are no differences between locations, which lay above unconsolidated rock (11.1%), and locations above solid rock (11.8%). In addition to the increased radon concentrations, the averaged radon concentration decreases with increasing distance to the vibration source, but only at locations that lay above solid rock. Both phenomena can be explained by a "pump effect": the mechanical vibration of soil and mineral particles leads to an upward motion of the whole volume of soil-gas. During the vibrations the topmost soil layers lose radon to the atmosphere and as a result the upward transport is increased.